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_Since placing my first dental implant 45 years ago, many implant systems have come and gone, several of which I designed myself. If there’s one thing I’ve learned from the thousands of implant cases I’ve completed during the course of my career, it’s that regardless of the implant system chosen, long-term success depends on following the basic principles of treatment planning, surgery and prosthetic design._

_Innovations in implant design have streamlined and simplified treatment, making it easier to produce ideal outcomes. Key advancements, such as the screw-shaped implant body, the internal prosthetic connection and the tapered body design, have been crucial in making implantology the essential mode of tooth replacement it is today._

_The patient_

_The patient, whom I’ve been treating for more than 30 years, has received implant therapy several times to treat tooth loss from fracture or decay. Because this treatment occurred episodically throughout many years, I’ve utilized several different implant systems to replace the patient’s teeth. As a result, the_
Patient has implants with internal as well as external hex connections, ranging from an outdated blade-form design to the very latest tapered implant (Fig. 2). The experience I’ve had both designing and placing these implants for this patient and thousands of others has given me the unique opportunity to observe my results and determine what designs and protocols work and what can be improved, as I’ve strived to advance implant design throughout the years.

**The implants**

- **JAH 2000 Blade Implant** (Fig. 3): I first placed an implant for this patient in 1988. It was the JAH 2000, which I designed as a flat, two-piece implant with wings. The blade implant was indicated for thin ridges where a root-form implant could not be placed without bone grafting. Blade implants were typically connected to other implants or teeth, and could be cut, shortened and shaped to align with the anatomy of the bone, which was commonly required when placing blade-form implants at the time. For this patient, two teeth anterior to the implant were prepared, an incision was made, a trough was drilled in the patient’s very narrow ridge, the implant was placed and a five-unit bridge was delivered to replace three teeth in the posterior mandible. Notice that I adjusted the distal inferior portion of the implant so as not to impinge on the mandibular nerve.

The JAH 2000 was a significant improvement over what was on the market at that time. I designed the neck to extend lower than the tops of the wings, allowing more bone to integrate around the neck of the implant. Decades after implant placement, this blade design continues to serve many of my patients well.

- **Steri-Oss HL** (Fig. 4): The Steri-Oss HL implant in the area of tooth #26 is HA-coated and was placed immediately into an extraction site of a tooth that was lost to severe caries. Beginning in 1986, my practice was one of multiple centers conducting a 12-year study on nearly 3,000 Steri-Oss implants. We gained provisional ADA approval for extraction with immediate implant placement and loading.

  The Steri-Oss HL had a machined collar, which facilitates excellent hard- and soft-tissue preservation. As the clinicians in the 12-year study noted at the two-year follow-up, there was little to no bone loss radiographically around the machined collar. That’s why I decided to include a machined collar in my later designs.

- **Replace® Select Tapered** (Fig. 5): I placed several Replace Select implants (Nobel Biocare; Yorba Linda, Calif.) for this patient throughout the years, and the tapered shape simplified positioning within the available bone, especially in the area of the premaxilla. Prior to the Replace Select, most implants were parallel-walled, and in 1993 I came up with the concept of a tapered design, although it didn’t come to market until 1997. The idea arose from my experience with single-tooth replacements in the anterior maxilla, where I’d often need to tilt parallel-walled implants to the facial to avoid perforating the subnasal fossa. The roots of natural teeth are tapered, so
it occurred to me that implants should be tapered as well. The bone is not square; it’s a series of triangles that is best accommodated by a tapered shape.

A flat top with an internal connection offered an esthetic advantage because the implant could be placed at or slightly below the crest of the bone, without an external component causing metal to show through the crown. This led to the design of the tri-lobe internal connection of the Replace Select, which was first introduced by Steri-Oss and became the most popular design in the Nobel Biocare implant portfolio after the company acquired the brand in 1998.

The thread pattern of the Replace Select was similar to that of the parallel-walled Steri-Oss implant, but I wanted to have a variant of aggressiveness in the pitch of the threads as it came up to the apex. I knew that another company was coming out with four different implants for the different qualities of bone, and I wanted to beat them to the punch. So I said, “Let’s put four different thread patterns in one implant,” which really helped with the degree of taper and cutting into denser bone.

The tapered shape of the Replace Select was ideal for two-stage treatment, but the thread design wasn’t aggressive enough to provide the stability I needed for single-stage surgery. This left me wanting a thread design that was more sharp-edged — but not too aggressive — which was one of the formative ideas behind the Hahn Tapered Implant.

**Hahn Tapered Implant (Fig. 6):** Like several of the implants I’ve placed for this patient, the two Hahn Tapered Implants shown in the panoramic radiograph (Fig. 2) were placed immediately following extractions. The patient is active socially and has always wanted an immediate temporary after having
Fig. 7. Dr. Hahn in his Cincinnati office holding the patent for the original tapered implant design.

Figs. 8-10. After recently suffering a fracture, the patient’s lower left canine was extracted and replaced with a Hahn Tapered Implant and provisional crown.
a tooth extracted. In both cases, I extracted the tooth, prepared the site and placed the implant.

The patient’s root-canal-treated mandibular canine needed to be separated from the posterior bridge connected to the patient’s JAH 2000 blade implant. Because both of the Hahn Tapered Implants achieved excellent initial stability, immediate provisional crowns were delivered. The patient’s other implants have performed well, but required more work to get the outcome I wanted. With the Hahn Tapered Implant, there are fewer steps.

The Hahn Tapered Implant’s ability to remain engaged with the palatal bone and attain maximum primary stability is the result of its deep, sharp threads, which I consider the implant’s most important design innovation. By the time I began developing the Hahn Tapered Implant, I had concluded that the thread patterns of the previous implant systems I designed weren’t aggressive enough. As a result, the implant could wander toward the thin cortical bone of the facial plate during placement. Other implant systems on the market that had a sharper-cutting thread design were too aggressive and could cause microfractures in narrow bone or ridges.

So I designed a new tapered implant, including threads that were just aggressive enough, and brought it to Glidewell Laboratories. The engineers and business leaders at Glidewell, many of whom I’ve enjoyed working with in past endeavors, were happy to meet with me. I told them, “We need a tapered implant that doctors can easily place, stays right where you want it, and gets maximum primary stability.” They looked at my drawings, and their team of engineers helped me fine-tune the design until we got the thread pattern just right.

We ended up with an implant that can be directed against the palatal bone, avoids the facial plate and fits within tight anatomical spaces. The Hahn Tapered Implant includes a 1 mm-machined collar. Because both hard and soft tissue is stable around a machined collar, this design affords doctors the flexibility in crestal positioning they need to meet the esthetic demands of each case. We designed the implant with a conical connection to ensure a strong, stable seal.

The prosthetic connection also facilitates platform switching, which has been shown in numerous studies to preserve bone and gingival tissue around the implant-abutment interface. To ensure an optimal restorative outcome, the Hahn Tapered Implant System features contoured healing abutments and matching transfer copings.

Since we launched the Hahn Tapered Implant in 2015 and began working with experienced practitioners, we’ve received nothing but positive feedback. The comment that I hear repeatedly is: “Jack, I love your implant.” Looking back at this patient’s radiograph, I know that we’ve come a long way with implant design.

**Conclusion**

The various implants I’ve designed and placed in this patient throughout the years demonstrate that success is highly predictable as long as we adhere to the proper diagnostic, surgical and restorative principles. At the same time, advancements in implant design have simplified surgery and made it easier to establish the implant positioning and stability needed to achieve the best outcome possible. I’m proud to have contributed to this evolution and look forward to the innovations to come.
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